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• Angular momentum acquired by fragmenting nucleus is small and does not play an

important role in experimentally observed azimuthal collinearity of 3 and 4 a-particles

production processes;

• One third of 3 a-particles production channel is realised as a result of excitation of

C* nucleus, and the rest - via direct Fermi decay or quasi-elastic kick-off of an a-

cluster from a weakly bound remnant-nucleus, containing three a-particles.

Analysis of kinematical characteristics of a-particles in inclusive I6Op-reactions leads to

the following. As it is expected, main part of a-particles is produced by Fermi break-up

(statistical mechanism), whereas contribution of evaporation mechanism is not pronounced.

Coalescence effect role is well observed in high kinetic energies and transverse momenta.

Presented analysis of multi-charge fragments analysis points on the fact that a-cluster

state of nuclear matter plays an important role in a structure of atomic nucleus and in

formation of final products in nucleus reactions.
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One of the central problems of high energy physics is relativistic nuclei fragmentation
mechanisms research in their interactions with nucleons and nuclei. The most effective way to
solve this question is, on our opinion, to study light fragments production processes ('///, 'Hi,
3Hi, 3Hei and 4Hei). There is a lack of data on deuterons production in hadron-nucleus
collisions, and their major part was obtained by means of electronic methods in a narrow solid
angle, and therefore deuterons production momentum interval is not fully covered. This, in
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turn, significantly narrows a range of useful information on the deuterons production
dynamics.

In connection to the above mentioned it is of great interest to obtain new experimental
data on neutron yield in l6Op-collisions at high energies (at 4ji-geometry) covering almost
whole deuterons production momentum region. The experimental data is compared to the
cascade-fragmentation evaporation model (CFEM) [1]. In frames of CFEM for interaction of
light nuclei with nucleons the main mechanism fragments (excluding nucleons) production is
break-up of excited thermalized remnant nucleus after completion of intranuclear cascade. For
light nuclei such as I6O the evaporative mechanism of fragments (including nucleons)
production is neglected. Thus, for ' Op-collisions in frames of CFEM the main mechanism of
multinucleon fragments production is Fermi break-up.

Discussed below data was obtained from 1-meter HEL JINR hydrogen bubble chamber
irradiated by oxygen-16 nuclei beam at momentum of 3.25 A GeV/c. Statistics analyzed IN
THIS WORK consists of 11098 measured 16Op-events. Topics related to the processing of
stereoimages from 1-meter bubble chamber as well as with secondary particles and fragments
identification procedures are presented in [2-4].

For the first time, in 47t-geometry, deuterons production in 16Op-collisions at 3.25 A
GeV/c was studied. These studies resulted in the following: in momentum spectra of
deuteron-forward in an oxygen nucleus rest frame in the region of 0.40</?<0.55 GeV/c "a
shoulder", which can be related to a mechanism of cascade nucleons coalescence, decays of
relatively fast light fragments as well as direct knock-out of a deuteron from an oxygen
nucleus by a proton-target is observed.

In order to determine the role of the above-mentioned mechanisms and other processes in
occurrence of a "shoulder" in momentum spectrum of deuterons it is necessary to lead
detailed studies of correlation between a form of momentum spectrum of deuterons-forward
(in oxygen nucleus rest frame) and various topological channels of oxygen nucleus channels.
Distribution of slow deuterons (EK<10 MaB) over cosine of their emission angle points on
existence of angular momentum of fragmenting nucleus.

Comparison of experimental data with CFEM predictions allows one to conclude that in
order to describe realistically light fragments production in hadron-nucleus collisions at high
energies it is necessary to consider both contribution of evaporative mechanism (even for light
nuclei such as 16O) and cascade nucleon coalescence mechanism as well as small angular
moment acquired by fragmenting nucleus.
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